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MONOPOLY
REPACKAGING
Packaging for Monopoly that is more 
durable, playful and easy to handle 



RESEARCH
ON EXISTING GAME PACKAGING

1.  Loses its form to hold the game pieces
2. The game pieces can be easily stored
3. Making the packaging playful in itself 

OPPORTUNITY AREAS

1.  Binding board with soft joins to enable easy folding        
---ƊȁƮ�˜ƊɈɈƵȁǞȁǐ�ȌǏ�ɈǘƵ�ǐƊǿƵ�ƦȌƊȲƮ
2. Textured or thick paper having the graphics glued on 
---the board towards the outer side to make it durable
3. Printed paper having the board design to be mounted 
---on the inner side
4. Lamination or coating to protect the ink from being 
---rubbed off the print or from wear and tear

PROPOSED MATERIALS



CONCEPTUALISATION



AGILIO
UI UX DESIGN
To design an interactive tool for the user to track and 
monitor certain cardio workouts at home.



APP INTERFACE
The app allows the user to add 
their details and create their 
own profile comprising of 
height, weight, and desired 
goal on which it recommends 
programs.
 
The programs are then divided 
into three categories:
Easy/Medium/Hard.
 
In the end, your workout starts. 
It shows you your distance, 
runtime and music.
 



FURLIN
SYSTEM DESIGN
A platform to connect individuals to purchase and sell 
used furniture of a house, office, colleges and so forth.



APP INTERFACE



 A smart device for home, that takes pollutants along with bad 
odour from the air and gives out fresh air with a nice fragrance

SHVAAS
TECHNICALLY COMPLEX DEVICE



FEATURES OF SHVAAS
The product is equipped with a combination 
of four filters : Pre-filter, true HEPA filter,      
activated carbon filter, breathe safe filter,    
and smart sensors which keeps a tab on    
AQI and ensures maximum purity is        
maintained through the day.

This product is also equipped with UV-C 
chamber. This guards the users from any 
kind of germs and viruses. 
 


